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Certified Organic Property Since 2012

GOAL: EXPAND ORGANIC SOCIETY
Upstream

Organic fruits, vegetables and herbs from local farmers

Traceability

Midstream

Manufacture organic products, with the least environmental impact at our own GMP certified factory

Downstream

Traceable organic products

3% of sale donated to Sookjai Foundation

Organic products and experience to our customers
Certified Organic Certificate

Patom Organic Farm has continued to maintain 3 international organic standards since 2012.
Our 15-acre farm is certified to international organic standards (IFOAM, EU and Canada). It provides us with organic herbs, vegetables, and fruits for our restaurants and Patom organic products.

Experience our workshops where you can learn different aspects of organic farming.

Step safely out of your comfort zone and open your senses to connect to nature.
1. FARM VILLAIN
WATER MONITOR LIZARD

ภาพเป็นตัวกวาง
เป็นสัตว์ที่ดื้อ
ดูดออกเลี้ยงสัตว์
ใช้เป็นอาหาร
บ้านของพวกเขา

2. FARM HERO
BUTTERFLY

ช่วยเกษตรกรรมสัตว์ และจับ
แมลงตัว / แมลงเร้า ของพืชพอก

FARM VILLAIN: APHIDS

FARM HERO: LADYBIRD

3. FARM HERO
EARTHWORM

สัมพันธ์ใกล้เคียง
เรียนรู้ว่าจุล
กอดกินข้าวของ
"เร้อะ"
Our brand’s emphasis is on traceability, leading us to create Patom Organic Village, where you can follow the journey of new materials from farm to product.

Follow the nucleus of our seasonal ingredients, which we source from our network of farmers. Walk in the footsteps of our farmers, crafters, and artists to understand the processes of design from our ancestors to present day, and how we integrate traditional knowledge and local wisdom to create Patom lifestyle products.
Traceable Organic Products
Production with Traditional Thai Wisdom in mind

Integrating local organic raw materials with health benefits
No Paraben
No SLS
No Mineral Oil
Silicone & Sulfate Free
Fair Trade

Mild formula, irritation free, for everyday use,

100% Thai product
Traceability
OR CODE
BODY CARE PRODUCTS FOR EVERYDAY USE
3% of Sales

Donated to Sookjai Foundation which supports local organic farmers
ORGANIC OEM

Custom made organic products with local ingredients
GREEN SOLUTION
Sharing our experience with business partners

Organic products
Fresh produce from farm
Local CSR activities

Connect with sustainable partners
Meet sustainable Requirements
BCG Economy
Bio Economy

Organic Farm
Grow what we can
Local species
Seasonal
Sustainable food system
Better health and environment

BCG X Patom
Circular Economy

- Reduce waste
- Reduce Energy
- Upcycling
- Recycling
- Reduce Cost

Seasonal workshops for customers

BCG X Patom
Green Economy

Sustainable business

Stronger community
Find like-minded sustainable partners

Leads to new products and projects

GREEN SOLUTION SERVICE
ORGANIC OEM

Give back to community

BCG X Patom
OUR BELIEFS

ORGANIC TRACEABLE RAW MATERIAL

WASTE MANAGEMENT UPCYCLE / RECYCLE LOCAL

EXPAND A COMMUNITY WITH SIMILAR VISION. COLLABORATE WITH OTHERS.

SELL UNIQUE PRODUCTS GIVE BACK TO COMMUNITY

TRUST SUSTAINABLE

EXPERTISE & NEW KNOWLEDGE NETWORK EXPAND OUR GOAL

SHARE EXPERIENCE MAKE IT CIRCULAR

GOOD PARTNERS

CONSISTENCY

TRANSPARENCY

TRACEABILITY

GOAL: ORGANIC SOCIETY